We make access in life smart and secure.
Trust dormakaba for solutions and innovative technologies that define security and convenience.
We make access in life smart and secure.

Locks & key systems
- Cylindrical locksets
- Tubular locksets
- Mortise locks
- Deadbolts
- Master key systems

Door controls
- Surface and concealed door closers
- Pivots
- Holder/release devices

Exit devices/panic hardware
- Narrow and wide stile exit devices
- Motorized latch retraction
- Panic hardware for tempered glass doors

Electronic access control
- Mobile credentials
- Networked access control systems
- Electromagnetic locks
- RFID solutions
- Readers, credentials and switches
- Wireless access control
- Electric strikes

Moveable walls
- Moveable glass wall systems
- Sliding and folding partitions
- Custom systems for large venues

Interior glass systems
- Swing door fittings
- Rails and headers
- Manual sliding door hardware
- Framed and frameless systems
Entrance systems
- Swing door operators: full power, low energy
- Automatic sliding doors: full breakout, fixed sidelite
- Magnetic drive sliding doors
- Industry-best cladding & finishes

Rivolving doors
- Manual, automatic, and security doors
- Wide diameter doors
- All glass and custom fabricated doors
- Industry-best cladding & finishes

Physical access systems
- Tripods and turnstiles
- Full height turnstiles
- Sensor barriers
- Exit lane breach control
- Self boarding gates
- Personal interlocks

Safe locks
- High security container and door locks
- ATM cash vault security system
- Audit trail functionality
- Mechanical & electronic combination locks

Multihousing systems
- Mobile access solutions
- Student, senior, and military housing access solutions
- RFID Electronic locks
- Perimeter & facility access controls
- Access control management systems

Lodging systems
- Mobile access solutions
- RFID Electronic hotel locks
- Room automation
- Perimeter & facility access control
- Access control management systems

Workforce management
- B-COMM Automated employee data collection solutions
- Absence & late arrival management reporting
- Modern data collection terminals

Doors & frames
- Steel and stainless steel doors and frames
- Steel panel and steel wood grain door
- Specialty: bullet resistant, steel stiffened, thermal performance
- Storm solution products
- Various species of wood doors
With an emphasis on sustainability and simplicity, we focus on developing optimal security solutions that address the functional needs of the security market in general, and our customers in particular.

With the acquisition of BEST Access Systems and Mesker Openings Group, our combined resources, talents and shared technologies have strengthened our ability to provide unmatched quality and service to transcend the asset-protection category with a wide range of diversified and advanced access systems. Emerging technologies incorporate fully networked access control management software, and BlueSky, our mobile access solution.

Our comprehensive product portfolio is designed for a variety of specialized multihousing, lodging, healthcare, financial, transportation, and commercial building applications with a single goal in mind—making access in life smart and secure.

DORMA and KABA are now dormakaba.

The merger of DORMA and KABA has formed an industry leader and trusted source for security and access controls.

Smart access begins at dormakaba.
Lodging systems
Entrance systems
Electronic access & data
Interior glass systems
Door hardware
Safe locks